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Martinoid: the peptoid martini force field†
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Many exciting innovations have been made in the development of assembling peptoid materials.

Typically, these have utilised large oligomeric sequences, though elsewhere the study of peptide self-

assembly has yielded numerous examples of assemblers below 6–8 residues in length, evidencing that

minimal peptoid assemblers are not only feasible but expected. A productive means of discovering such

materials is through the application of in silico screening methods, which often benefit from the use of

coarse-grained molecular dynamics (CG-MD) simulations. At the current level of development, CG

models for peptoids are insufficient and we have been motivated to develop a Martini forcefield

compatible peptoid model. A dual bottom-up and top-down parameterisation approach has been

adopted, in keeping with the Martini parameterisation methodology, targeting the reproduction of

atomistic MD dynamics and trends in experimentally obtained log D7.4 partition coefficients, respectively.

This work has yielded valuable insights into the practicalities of parameterising peptoid monomers.

Additionally, we demonstrate that our model can reproduce the experimental observations of two very

different peptoid assembly systems, namely peptoid nanosheets and minimal tripeptoid assembly.

Further we can simulate the peptoid helix secondary structure relevant for antimicrobial sequences. To

be of maximum usefulness to the peptoid research community, we have developed freely available code

to generate all requisite simulation files for the application of this model with Gromacs MD software.

Introduction

Peptoids are synthetic structural isomers of peptides in which
sidechains are attached through the amide nitrogen centre, as
opposed to the backbone alpha-carbon. Consequently, the
rigidity of the amide linker is lessened, and the backbone
may occupy both cis and trans o torsions.1,2 Interest in peptoids
has been steadily growing since the introduction of a facile
submonomer solid phase synthesis method for generating
sequence-specific peptoids in the 1990s.3 Since this time, there
has been an expanding library of amines from which to select
sidechains,4,5 and emerging green synthesis methods.6

Peptoids have also been utilised in biomedical sciences,7,8

among which protein recognition and antimicrobial/antifungal
activity are two prominent examples.9,10 Recently Sharol et al.
generated a small library of organogelators with which the
antibiotic metronidazole could be encapsulated and released
with significant activity against E. coli,11 further demonstrating
the potential of this research area. Peptoid materials research

has yielded a diversity of function, ranging from novel anti-
freeze materials12 to anti-fouling coatings.13,14

The study of self-assembling peptoids has been an area of
particular interest15,16 and a varied range of assembly morphol-
ogies have been reported to date including nanosheets,17

nanotubes,18 superhelices,19 micelles and polymersomes.20

Many of these are generated using relatively long amphiphilic
sequences, and rationally designed block copolymers are
common.21 Overall, diverse properties and chemical function-
ality can be achieved in the design of peptoids. This positions
them as a molecular platform for solving a range of challenges,
from tackling anti-microbial resistance to developing sustain-
able materials.

There is comparatively little exploration of the assembly of
short peptoids, or ‘minimal’ sequences, i.e., below 6–8 units in
length. This is surprising given the extensive field of interesting
assemblies reported for short peptides to date.22–24 Some initial
work had shown that oligopeptoid assembly required hybridi-
zation with peptides25 or organic solvent mixtures.26 However,
recently Lau et al. demonstrated that the dipeptoid Ac–Nf–Nf may
assemble into amorphous nanosheets or macroscopic crystalline
needles depending on the solvent environment.27 It was shown
that tripeptoids inspired by the tripeptide assemblers, FKF28,29

and KFF,30 assemble into water soluble nanofibers, or globular
vesicle structures, depending on the sequence and sidechain
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length of a cationic lysine mimic.31 This demonstrated that
peptoids generate morphologies distinct from analogous peptide
sequences,32,33 evidencing that peptoid assemblies are possible in
aqueous environments, despite the expanded f/c/o space34 and
the removal of hydrogen bond donors along the backbone.

The discovery of peptoid materials is currently by trial-and-
error and can be readily accelerated using in silico approaches.
A strong need to develop a flexible and transferable coarse-
grained (CG) peptoid force field for peptoid assembly exists. CG
molecular dynamics (CG-MD) has previously been used
through unbiased screening approaches to yield reliable data
on peptide assembly which follows experimental trends35,36

and more recently an active learning machine algorithm
approach was able to identify the top assembling sequences
from these initial efforts using a fraction of the number of
necessary simulations,37 making the screening of sequences up
to hexapeptides feasible. Considering these developments and
the powerful opportunities presented by combining computa-
tional and experimental design endeavours, a CG force field for
peptoids would be beneficial.24

Herein, we report our contribution to this effort built within
the popular and transferable Martini forcefield framework,
ubiquitous in the simulation of biomolecular systems due to
its ability to access the necessary system sizes and spatiotem-
poral requirements. Indeed, it has been in use for twenty years
and it is now in its 3rd iteration of development.38,39 Our work
has been stimulated by previous CG-MD peptoid forcefield
developments. Haxton et al. had first developed the MFCGTOID
model in 2015,40,41 which was a bespoke implicit solvent model
for simulation of nanosheet-forming, long, diblock sequences
in which monomers were minimally represented with single
backbone and sidechain units. To compensate for the loss of
dynamic detail anisotropic interaction sites were used, with an
independently fluctuating symmetry axis. A total of 115 para-
meters were fit using combined simulation and experimental
data from an all-atom (AA) MFTOID model42 and nanosheet
structural measurements obtained by X-ray scattering. The
model successfully reproduced experimentally observed proper-
ties indicative of metastable and assembled states observed
during nanosheet formation. Subsequently, this model was
applied to understanding the role of charged sidechain
arrangements in monolayer to bilayer buckling which occurs
in nanosheet formation.41 However, this model is not compa-
tible with other CG forcefields and application to other systems
would require complete re-parameterization of the relevant
parameters.

Zhao et al. developed a Martini-based model with a pseudo
united-atom (UA) character43 that targeted simulation of a
series of halophenyl amphiphilic peptoids that assemble into
nanosheets and nanotubes.18,44 The mapping strategy follows
that of Gao and Tartakovsky,45 which places the backbone bead
in the geometric centre of the C–N amide bond of each
monomer such that a given bead ‘straddles’ the previous and
proceeding residues. A new ‘PA’ backbone bead type was
parametrised, and the key bromine within the bromobenzene
sidechain was modelled using an existing bead on the basis

that this same type is used in the Martini model for
chlorobenzene.46 As a result mass conservation was not
achieved, as a 45 amu bead was used to represent an 80 amu
atom. Moreover, to reproduce the dihedral rotations between
the peptoid backbone and the sidechain benzene along an ethyl
linkage (Ntoid–Ca–Cb–Cg) a non-standard 14 amu bead, coined a
‘CC’ bead, was developed giving this model a UA component
and limiting the use of large timesteps. For the UA beads
CHARMM forcefield interaction parameters for CH2 groups
were used.47 While an iterative Boltzmann inversion (IBI)
procedure gave generally good convergence onto PBMetaD AA
MFTOID simulations that obtained adequate sampling of pep-
toid backbone cis/trans dynamics, and the model was able to
reproduce experimental findings, the introduction of a UA
component minimises the potential benefits that can be
derived from coarse-graining.

Most recently Banerjee et al. parameterised a CG forcefield
for simulation of peptoid helices48 that assemble into
microspheres.49,50 A rigorous parameterisation based on AA
MFTOID simulations, IBI procedures and force matching (FM)
gave good agreements between CG and atomistic potentials.
However, 1-3-5 backbone potentials were required to remediate
differences between atomistic and accurate CG helical second-
ary structure. The resulting model was able to simulate (hemi)-
spherical assembly and showed this was driven by aromatic
sidechain interactions and aromatic stacking between pep-
toids. The mapping scheme used ranges from 4 : 1 to 1 : 1 heavy
atoms per bead, thus a short timestep of 2 fs was again required
for this system, which precluded the simulation of large
numbers of molecules.

Herein, we present a transferable Martini based peptoid CG
forcefield, called ‘Martinoid’. This is parameterised using a dual
bottom-up and top-down approach, targeting the reproduction
of dynamics derived from AA-MD simulations obtained using a
CHARMM General Force Field (CGenFF) developed for
peptoids.51 The top-down parameterisation focuses on reprodu-
cing trends in experimentally obtained log D7.4 data. In this effort
we hope to contribute a generalizable tool to the wider commu-
nity and accelerate the discovery of novel peptoid materials.

Model development

Nomenclature in this work is in accordance with the ‘Glasgow
Convention’ for peptoid naming. Briefly, for a given residue,
the characteristic peptoid ‘N’ is retained for familiarity, fol-
lowed by the lower-case letter corresponding to the most closely
related amino acid single letter code. While new letters can be
assigned for novel residues with no structural similarity to
amino acids, the third and fourth letters are intended to encode
sidechain modifications or atom substitutions, and the degree
of deviation from an amino acid analogue can be discerned by
the number of letters used in the name. An in-depth overview
can be found at the following ref. 52.

Bonded interactions within the Martinoid model use the
same potentials as employed in the Martini 2.1 model for
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proteins based on earlier versions (eqn (1)–(4)).53,54 Acting
between bonded sites i, j, k and l with equilibrium distance
db, angle fa and dihedral angles jd and jid:

Vb ¼
1

2
Kb dij � db
� �2

(1)

Va ¼
1

2
Ka cos jijk

� �
� cos jað Þ

� �2
(2)

Vd ¼ Kd 1þ cosðnfijkl � jd

� �h i
(3)

Vid ¼
1

2
Kid dijkl � did
� �2

(4)

Vp ¼ ax5 þ bx4 þ gx3 þ dx2 þ exþ E (5)

SWARM-CG was used to obtain force constants K and equili-
brium bonded terms (1–4) for specific residues.55 This is a
versatile tool for CG parameterisation which combines direct
Boltzmann inversion (DBI) and fuzzy self-tuning (FTO) particle
swarm optimisation (PSO) to improve bonded terms in an
iterative manner. As in other Martini models Vb is intended
to represent chemically bonded sites, whereas Va captures the
stiffness between relative bonded sites. We make use of impro-
per dihedrals, Vid, to retain planarity in ring systems. Proper
dihedrals, Vd, are used to impose linearity or helicity where
relevant. Lastly, to capture sidechain flexibility in a select
number of peptoid monomers and differentiate them from
comparatively less flexible but similar monomers, e.g., Nfe
and Nf, where the former has an ethyl linker, a double well
potential was fit using a sixth order polynomial (eqn (5)) which
describes regular angle switching between two minima.

Non-bonded interactions are dealt with in the same way as
in the standard Martini forcefield, specifically with all particle
pairs i and j at distance rij interacting via a Lennard-Jones (LJ)

potential:

VLJ rijð Þ ¼ 4eij
sij
rij

� �12

� sij
rij

� �6
" #

(6)

The well-depth, eij, depend on the interacting particle types,
which as in the Martini 2.1 vary from 5.6 kJ mol�1 between two
strongly polar groups and to 2.0 kJ mol�1 for apolar–polar
interactions and are explicitly defined. Furthermore, the effec-
tive particle size is set at s = 0.47 nm, though for small beads
(e.g., SC4 in aromatic rings) this is scaled to s = 0.43 nm and the
well-depth is reduced to 75% that of standard beads. 1–2 LJ
interactions are excluded between bonded particles. For elec-
trostatic interactions a coulombic potential is used:

Vel ¼
qiqj

4pe0erelrij
(7)

In the Martinoid model we use the same relative dielectric
constant, erel = 15, as in previous non-polarized Martini models,
while no testing of the model was done with polarizable water, we
anticipate that the model would be compatible with a polarizable
water model,56 using a relative dielectric constant erel = 2.5.
Throughout this work we used the Martini 2.1 models for water,
antifreeze water and ions directly without modification.

In the calculation of nonbonded interactions the Martini
straight potential energy scheme is followed. In this approach
Lennard Jones (LJ) potential and electrostatic terms are both
shifted to a cutoff at 1.1 nm. For the coulombic terms a
reaction-field treatment of electrostatics is used due to its
improved performance efficiency.57

Mapping of peptoid monomers follows directly the classical
Martini convention with 4–5 heavy atoms being described by
beads with 72 amu mass, and 2–3 heavy atoms being combined
into smaller 45 amu beads for the preservation of ring planarity
or where sidechains were small, such as Ns, Nt and Nv

Fig. 1 Peptoid monomer designs ranging from two bead to six bead representations, illustrating the diversity of monomer types represented in this
model. Sarcosine is Na, and is the only single bead model within Martinoid.
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(i.e., analogues of serine, S, threonine, T, and valine, V). Our
approach is sensitive to the ‘bond length effect’ described by
Alessandri et al., in which it is observed that shorter bond
lengths tend to produce more hydrophobic behaviour through
increased solvent–solute interactions.58 This is found to be most
significant at and below the 0.2 nm bond scale and thus we
sought to avoid such dimensionality where possible. In the
Martini peptoid model formulated by Zhao et al., bond lengths
on the order of 0.16–0.2 nm are used throughout.43 The struc-
tural characteristics of the monomers present within this model
range in size from single beads (e.g., Na, the alanine analogue,
a.k.a. sarcosine) to six beads (e.g., Nf[naph]; see Fig. 1). In
peptoid sequence design, the use of chiral branched sequences
(e.g., Nfes or Nfer) are commonplace to enforce specific amide
conformations; while it is not possible to have specific chirality
at this level of molecular resolution, we introduce a residue Nfex
which represents both chirality’s as a single residue.

In the Martini 2.1. forcefield there are a total of 18 bead types,
capturing four main types of interaction sites: polar (P), non-
polar (N), apolar (C) and charged (Q). These are then subdivided
into categories, either by a letter describing their hydrogen-
bonding character (d = donor, a = acceptor, da = both and 0 =
none) or by a number representing their degree of polarity (from
1 = low polarity to 5 = high polarity). The interactions between
the different bead types (e.g., ranging from uber attractive to
super repulsive) defined in the Martini 2.1 interaction matrix are
used directly within Martinoid without modification.

Given the close chemical relationship between peptoids and
peptides we decided to adopt generally the same bead typing
approach as in the Martini 2.1 protein forcefield for analogous
residues. Aliphatic type species (Nab, Nl, Ni, Nv, and Nm) are
represented with C-type beads. Aromatic type ring systems (e.g., Nf,
Nfe, Nfex, Nw, Nwe, and Nf[naph]) are similarly represented using
the ‘small’ C-type beads. Polar uncharged residues (e.g., Ns, Nse, Nt,
Nq, NmO and Nn) are represented using P-type beads of regular
and small sizes where appropriate. Unlike the Martini peptide
models, [2,2.2,3] bead typing for specific secondary structures is not
currently applied. However, this as an area for future development.

The appropriateness of bead type selection was assessed by
comparing simulation Aggregation Propensity (AP), which in an
assembly simulation refers to the ratio of Solvent Accessible Surface
Area (SASA) at the beginning of the simulation in the non-
aggregated state (SASAinitial) verses this same property in the final
frame of the simulation (SASAfinal) (eqn (8)). When simulating in an
aqueous solvent, one would expect an apolar species to have an AP
score 41.0, while charged or polar character would have an AP
score of B1.0. This metric is well established in rationalising CG
assembly.35–37,59 We also compare experimental and computation-
ally evaluated log Dcg measurements obtained for a series of peptoid
monomers to select the most applicable bead types (eqn (9)).

AP ¼ SASAinitial

SASAfinal
(8)

DG = �RT ln(P) (9)

We note that in basing the Martinoid model in Martini 2.1, the
so called ‘stickiness’ problem, identified in early Martini
models, will be present in Martinoid.39 Reducing this propen-
sity for association has been the focus of improvement for
successive Martini versions, namely 2.2 and 3. However, we
have found that this development has come with a consequent
loss of accuracy in the modelling and prediction of short
peptide self-assembly (two to three residues).59 Herein when
we refer to Martini Protein model we are referring to version 2.1
unless otherwise stated.

Bonded terms fitting was done against AA MD dynamics
target data to conform with the bottom-up component of the
Martini parameterisation scheme. This was generated using a
recently re-parameterised CGenFF peptoid forcefield developed
in our lab.51 An acetyl-capped peptoid dimer of each monomer
of interest was solvated in TIP3P water and neutralised with
counter ions where required. This system was then simulated at
298.15 K and 1 atmospheric pressure for 10 ns with the dimer
in both the cis and trans conformation (therefore 20 ns total run
time for each dimer) in the NPT ensemble, thus yielding two
atomistic trajectories (see ESI,† Section 5 for additional details).
In all cases the starting structure for the simulation was the
lowest energy conformer in the gas phase which was obtained
using the GFN-FF based metadynamics conformer/rotameter
ensemble sampling tool (CREST).60 Initial CG parameters were
then obtained for each dimer in both conformations using
SWARM-CG with standard optimisation settings and a centre of
mass (COM) mapping scheme (scg_optimise). The optimised
parameters obtained from the conformers were then super-
imposed (averaged).

We assessed the validity of the above methodology by
comparing aggregation propensity (AP) scores for the same
molecule using the different parameters. In doing so it was
possible to assess the impact on a property relevant to self-
assembly screening, a key parameterisation goal of this work.
Importantly, the SWARM-CG parameters were treated as a
starting point and subsequent tuning and parameter selection
was then performed manually using the model evaluation tool
(scg_evaluate). For bonded term evaluation, complementary CG
simulations of the prospective model were performed for 25 ns
solvated in Martini water with ions as required. CG simulation
details can be found in ESI,† Section 5.

Once sidechain and backbone parameters had been obtained
at the peptoid dimer level, we performed simulations 100 ns
simulations of single peptoids trimer sequences in TIP3P water
with ions, in all amide sequence states (i.e., cis–cis, cis–trans,
trans–cis and trans–trans). The backbone angle distributions were
then compared to a CG representation of the same molecule in
Martini water, and the force constant/equilibrium angle which
gave the best agreement with the distribution obtained from the
population was selected. This comparison was also done against a
population of 25 molecules which were simulated for 50 ns,
similar results were obtained for the selected parameters (ESI,†
Section 5.3). For specific secondary structures, such as the peptoid
helix, we performed mapping to obtain appropriate angle and
dihedral terms to enforce this arrangement.
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The selection and optimisation of backbone dihedral angle
parameters has been a focus of previous CG peptoid forcefield
optimisation.40,43,48 While the parameterisation discussed here
is targeted at short peptoid sequences, we include a dihedral
parameter from the Martini protein forcefield with an equili-
brium angle of 1801 and a loose force constant of 10 kJ mol�1.
To validate this choice, we performed simulations of peptoid
nanosheet forming polymers which gave agreement with
experimental observations.61 We thus have confidence that this
is a reasonable initial choice.

Nonbonded parameterisation employed umbrella sam-
pling was used to evaluate the log Dcg values via the generation
of an unbiased potential of mean force (PMF) which was
derived from these simulations using weighted analysis histo-
gram method (WHAM). These estimations were performed in
triplicate for each monomer (Tables S48–S57, ESI†) and
we validated the method against known amino acid log P
values (ESI,† Section 7 and Tables S27–S47). In our parame-
terisation we sought to reproduce trends experimentally
determined trends in log D data between residues of
interest. Additional information on the procedure can be
found in the Experimental section. Furthermore, we per-
formed free assembly simulations of peptoid monomers
to assess whether these choices were reasonable against
chemical expectations.

Results and development
Bonded term parameterisation

The backbone to sidechain bond (BB–SC) for a given residue are
obtained by taking the average of parameters (e.g., mid) obtained
for dimers in the cis and trans backbone state. Previously we have
shown that backbone state and sidechain dynamics are coupled
in a manner which effects molecular self-assembly propensity;51

however, at the CG level of theory, where this resolution is lacking,
similar assembly morphologies are obtained irrespective of the
use of cis, trans, or mid parameters (Fig. 2a). Comparison of AP
scores indicates a compromise (Fig. 2b). Using the SWARM-CG
optimised parameters the sidechain–sidechain (SC–SC) ring con-
straint was B0.23 nm, however in the Martini 2 model rings have
a 0.27 nm bond length. With this consideration we introduced a
fixed parameter set which was composed of the mid parameter
and with this lengthened SC–SC contact. The impact of this on the
resultant AP score is non-trivial and so for forcefield compatibility
we use this contact length for all aromatic ring systems. For all
parameter sets the AP score is high, e.g., Z3.4., which agrees with
experiment, where it was found that Ac–(Nf)2 is insoluble in water
and assembles upon aqueous dilution of an acetonitrile stock
solution.27 In a screening protocol, this would be sufficient to flag
a given sequence as an assembler which is a goal of our model.
Lastly, the globular assembilies formed, are distinct from the

Fig. 2 (a) Morphologies of Ac–Nf–Nf obtained after 250 ns of simulation in Martini water using cis, mid, trans, and fixed parameters, the consistency of
forming spherical aggregates indicates that the parameter sets give limited variation in resultant structure; (b) AP score obtained for Ac–Nf–Nf using cis,
mid, trans, and fixed parameters. While cis and trans vary, the superimposed mid parameter is a reasonable approximation of both. Fixing the SC–SC has
an impact in the AP score and the high AP score agrees with experimental findings (this molecule is insoluble in water); (c) BB–BB–BB angle distributions
for each amide sequence state at the atomistic level compared to the angle distribution obtained using a CG potential for Nk–Nf–Nf. The good
agreement across all states indicates that the angle term is reasonable; (d) Double-well potential used to obtain oscillation behaviour of benzene ring
found in Nfe, Nfe[4Cl] and Nfe[4Br], where asymmetry in the angle function ensures regular switching of orientation.
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kinds of structures obtained from FF.35 Providing confirmation
that Martinoid is not a peptide forcefield of a different name.

Experimental data, such as NMR correlation, can be used to
infer the relative population of peptoid backbone conforma-
tions and inform parameter development. This is particularly
successful when enhanced sampling molecular dynamics or
Bayesian inference methods such as BICePs62 as developed by
Voelz et al. are used.63 However, obtaining the experimental data
is non-trivial. Sampling all possible conformational states with
higher accuracy simulations is also intractable beyond short
sequences, as the number of cis/trans states scales as 4n�1.64

While our model may lose specific detail through parameter
superimposition, the use of CG MD accelerates the testing of
sequences. Higher accuracy studies may then be performed to
refine understanding of screening hits. To gauge how well
superimposed parameters agree with their cis and trans atomis-
tic distributions we present the CG bonded term distributions
and both atomistic distributions. Generally, we found good
compromises for all residues (ESI,† Section 6, Fig. S44–S92).

The backbone-to-backbone bond (BB–BB) is set to a fixed
length for simplicity as it was found that differences between
the cis and trans states were generally on the sub-nanometre
scale, with a maximum deviation in the SWARM-CG fitting of
0.7 Å. During the fitting process an average value of 0.34 nm
and a force constant of 8515 kJ nm�2 mol�1 was found to give
good agreement for most dimers. We regard this as a reason-
able choice for several reasons. Firstly, previous atomistic
simulations of peptoid nanosheet, arguably the most well
characterised assembled peptoid structure, found sequences
in both all-cis and all-trans conformations with mean lengths
per residue of 0.305 nm in the former and 0.384 nm in the
latter.61 The median therefore being B0.34 nm. A similar bond
length was used by Zhao et al. in their CG model for the peptoid
BB–BB bond distance.43 Secondly, in the Martini Protein force-
field this contact is set at 0.35 nm giving a similar equilibrium
distance, notably in this model a considerably smaller force
constant was used 1250 kJ nm�2 mol�1 for an extended protein
secondary structure, though our selection agrees with atomistic
mapping showing the force constant is sensible.

The sidechain to backbone angle (SC–BB–BB) which is used
to constrain the sidechain position with respect to the back-
bone, and to adapt the Martini bead approach to accommodate
the sidechain attachment on the backbone N-atom. In our
dimer simulations we assumed this would have the same
equilibrium angle whether defined for the N-terminal or
C-terminal sidechain. However, a bimodal distribution resulted
with a sharp population around B601 and broader distribution
B1201. Initially we interpreted this as being due to their being
two ‘dynamic states’ of a given peptoid sidechain. Closer
inspection of atomistic trajectories revealed that this was not
the case.

Instead, this is a consequence of the fact that the COM of the
sidechain (SC) is ‘to the left’ of the backbone bead (BB) COM,
e.g., approximately in line with the Ca. Therefore, the angle
defined as SC1–BB1–BB2 (at the N-termini) is inequivalent to
SC2–BB2–BB1 (at the C-termini), the former being obtuse and

the latter acute (this is illustrated in Scheme 1). This situation
describes peptides well and the sidechain adopts a more
symmetric position, approximately in the plane of the back-
bone COM. Accordingly, this angle is generalised and non-
directional in the Martini model for proteins such that an angle
of 1001 is obtained with a force constant of 25 kJ mol�1.

To describe peptoid sequences, defining an angle from the
N-terminus sidechain bead to the following backbone beads, as
SC1–BB1–BB2, an obtuse angle is obtained, B1101. However,
starting at the C-terminus and then defining an angle in the
same manner, as SC2–BB2–BB1, an acute angle is obtained,
B701. Therefore, we define these two angles separately at the
termini of peptoids—an equilibrium angle of 651 and 80 kJ mol�1

is defined at the C-terminus and all other positions are described
with an equilibrium angle of 1101 and a force constant of
20 kJ mol�1. By separating these terms, we were able to better
reproduce the angle distributions within the dimer simulations
(ESI,† Section 6).

The backbone to backbone angle (BB–BB–BB) was fit by
comparing atomistic sampling distributions of this angle for the
known self-assembling peptoid trimers31 and other short tri-
meric peptoid motifs. It was found that generally an equilibrium
angle of B100–1501 was obtained for both single molecules
and across a population of 25 molecules (Section 5.3, ESI†). To
achieve this distribution in our model, it was necessary to set the
equilibrium angle at 1381 with a force constant of 50 kJ mol�1

(example for Nk–Nf–Nf, Fig. 2c). This a slightly larger angle than
that obtained by Zhao et al. where an equilibrium angle of B125–
1301 was obtained from all-atom simulations.

Lastly, we found it necessary to include some specific side-
chain–sidechain angles for aromatic sidechains with extended
unbranched linkers (e.g., Nfe and its derivatives; see Fig. 1). The
angle linker bead (SC1) and those in the benzene ring (SC2–SC3)
and (SC2–SC4) was found to oscillate between B1001 and
B1701. To reproduce this dynamic behaviour in our model,
we used an asymmetric double well-potential with minima at
these equilibrium positions using a tabulated bonded potential
within Gromacs. Recently Sami et al. used this same tabulated
potential based approach in a reactive Martini context.65 The
B1001 well was set to be 4.35 kJ mol�1 higher than the 1701
well which we set to 0.0 kJ mol�1, with a barrier of 10.8 kJ mol�1

between the wells (Fig. 2d). Then both angles SC1–SC2–SC3 and
SC1–SC2–SC4 are defined using the same potential form. The
consequence of this is that when angle i is in the global minima
then by definition angle j is in a local minimum. This means
that the two angles are in perpetual competition for the same

Scheme 1 Spatial comparison of SC–BB maps.
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objective, i.e., occupancy of the global minima, and as this
cannot be achieved for both angles simultaneously a regular
oscillating motion is obtained. A requisite of this approach is
the use of a 1–3 exclusion between SC1–SC3 and SC1–SC4. While
this term is only applicable to a small number of residues, it is
important in distinguishing the dynamic behaviour of these
residues from other aromatic sidechains within the model.
This has no discernible impact on simulation performance.

The peptoid helix secondary structure is a notable target for
parameterisation, peptoid 1–3 helices arising from sequences
of amphiphilic trimer repeating motifs. This structure brought
early attention to peptoid research66,67 and found particular
application as a template for mimicking facial amphiphilic
antimicrobial peptides.68–70 To obtain atomistic MD data for
such sequences, we built a (Nk–Nfes–Nfes)2 structure using a
peptide polyproline type I (PPI) helix as the backbone with o E
01, f E �701 and c E 1801, which is consistent with an Nfes
derived right-handed helix.64,71 This was then simulated in
TIP3P water with counter ions for 100 ns (ESI,† Section 5.4)
and CG parameters were tuned to reproduce backbone angle
and dihedral distributions obtained from the atomistic trajec-
tory (Fig. 3a and c). Atomistic Ramachandran plots can be seen
in Fig. S42 (ESI†).

Good agreement between angle and dihedral distributions
are obtained for most of the inter-relations measured (Fig. 3a
and c). This was obtained using an equilibrium backbone angle
(BB–BB–BB) of 1101 and a force constant of 300 kJ mol�1,
combined with an equilibrium backbone dihedral angle (BB–
BB–BB–BB) of 901 and a force constant of 100 kJ mol�1. These
optimized parameters can be applied to a given backbone
sequence with the Martinoid structure building script, using
the keyword ‘helical’ in the structure generating command line
execution of: ‘‘python-m Martinoid-helical’’. Some deviation
occurs at the N- and C-termini which is also found in the

atomistic simulations and is likely due to increase degrees of
freedom at these locations. Notwithstanding, facial amphiphi-
licity of the helix sequence is captured, which agrees with
previous structural data obtained for the helical secondary
structure (Fig. 3b).67,72,73

Non-bonded term parameterisation

In the original screening study for di- and tripeptide assemblers
performed by Fredrix et al. the extended secondary structure (E)
was used, in which the backbone bead is represented by an Nda
bead-type. This bead type has a semi-attractive LJ interaction
with water (P4 bead type) while other Martini 2 secondary
structures such as coil, free and bend have a P5 backbone bead
with an attractive LJ interaction with water. Given that peptoids
have less hydrogen bonding potential along the backbone than
peptides,7 we would expect this to be manifest in a reduced
backbone hydrophilicity. For these reasons we chose to repre-
sent the peptoid backbone and the elementary sarcosine unit
with an Na bead, which due to substitution of hydrogens with
the peptoid sidechain precludes ‘d’ donor type hydrogen bond-
ing intermolecular interactions. Thus, we draw a distinction
between minimal peptoid and peptide sequences.

Amidation of the peptoid C-terminus is widespread in
peptoid chemistry, arising from the convenience of chemically
synthesizing peptoids from rink amide solid resin supports.3

For this reason, we propose that an Nda bead is the most
appropriate choice for the peptoid C-terminus, capturing its
propensity for hydrogen bonding74 and reflecting its reduced
polarity and non-polar character with respect to an amino acid
backbone. Emerging peptoid chemistries can also yield carbox-
ylate peptoid C-termini6,75 and we include the possibility of
placing a Qa (charged)/P3 (uncharged) bead at this position in
our model.

The peptoid N-terminus, when charged, is represent with a
Qd bead and, when uncharged, an Nda bead for acceptor type
interactions via the carbonyl group. Using a Qda bead has
limited impact on the assembly of representative sequence
Nf–Nke–Nf (vide infra, ESI,† Section 8, Fig. S93) and in using
this bead choice we follow the precedent of the Martini 2.1.
protein forcefield, in which the same selection is made for the
N-terminus. Lastly, an Na bead is also used if the N-terminus is
acylated.

In the Martini parameterisation methodology, bead types
are chosen to reproduce experimental partition free energies
between polar and apolar phases.53 To remain consistent with
this methodology we sought to assign peptoid bead types to
reproduce trends in log D7.4 partition coefficients (between
n-octanol/PBS7.4) for various peptoid monomers. Acetamide
monomer versions of key residues were synthesised using
either solid-phase or solution phase methods to suit synthetic
and purification convenience (see ESI,† Sections 1 and 3 for
details), and log D7.4 measurements were compared with model
values estimated according to the method of Bolt et al.76

To assess the validity of this approach, we firstly compared the
partition coefficients of amidated L-phenylalanine (H-Phe-NH2)
and the peptoid analogue (H-Nf-NH2). Additionally, we estimated

Fig. 3 (a) Agreement between atomistic and CG backbone angle distri-
butions for peptoid helix structure; (b) screenshot of CG model for (Nk–
Nfex–Nfex)2 showing facial amphiphilicity, a key feature of this sequence
design and central to its mimicry of the antimicrobial peptide Magainin;72

and (c) agreement between equilibrium dihedral angles for atomistic and
CG model. Duplicate mapping data can be found in ESI,† Fig. S43.
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the log D7.4 of L-phenylalanine to compare with reported literature
values (Table 1). Log D7.4 of �1.45 � 0.04 was obtained for
L-phenylalanine, which agrees with literature values ranging from
�1.35 to �1.52 obtained using similar conditions,77–79 and little
difference was found between Nf-NH2 and Phe-NH2 (Table 1;
difference B0.05 log D units). These measurements indicate that
the substitution of a peptoid nitrogen is less impactful on overall
monomer hydrophobicity than may have been previously thought.
Based on this closeness in partitioning behaviour, we concluded
that importing Martini bead types for direct amino acid analogues
in the Martinoid model would be reasonable, and additional
log D7.4 comparison further validated this approach (Table 3).

In the analysis of Nf and Phe above, the rings in both are
composed of three SC4 beads (i.e., SC4–SC4–SC4). This might
seem at odds with the subsequent development of protein
model version 2.2, in which phenylalanine was re-para-
meterised to be represented by three SC5 beads instead (i.e.,
SC5–SC5–SC5), to improve reproduction of several properties,
including partitioning across a lipid bilayer, Wimley-White
peptide membrane binding, and dimerization free energy in
water.80 However it has been shown that this modification also
prevents Martini models 2.2 onwards to reproduce self-
assemblies formed with phenylalanine containing peptides,59

most critically the widely recognized FF motif, the assembly of
which is reproduced well by Martini 2.1.35,81 With this in mind
and the goal of developing Martinoid as a forcefield for
discovering new self-assembling materials, we decided to con-
tinue with the ‘overly’ hydrophobic but useful SC4 representa-
tion of benzene rings.

Peptoid aromatic sidechains

For additional analogues of Nf with no natural counterpart in
the Martini protein model, e.g., Nfe, Nfex, Nfe[4Cl], Nfe[4Br],
Nfn and Nf[naph], we fit bead-types to obtain increases relative to
Nf and performed additional parameterisations. This approach is
in the spirit of the Hansch hydrophobicity constant, denoted p,
which relates to the difference in the partition coefficient of a
parent compound and its substituted derivatives.82 Fauchere and
Pilska applied this approach to determine hydrophobicity para-
meters of the amino acid sidechains by comparing the log D
values obtained for a given acetyl amino acid amide and that of
glycine.82 The N/C-termini were capped to enable isolation of
distribution behaviour due to the sidechain as opposed to relative
ionised/unionized populations within the aqueous phase.

Our approach assumes that the pKa of the peptoid
N-terminus is similar across the monomers studied, so that
the relative populations of material in the n-octanol and water
are only dependant on the sidechain chemistry of a given

group. Nonetheless, we note that the relative increase in log D7.4

between Nf and Nfe of 0.12 through chain extension (e.g.,
methyl to ethyl linkage) is challenging to reproduce (Table 2).
Firstly, our representation of Nfe is a four-bead model following
the precedent of Zhao et al.43 meaning that the number of
interaction sites in Nfe is greater than Nf. Secondly the gran-
ularity of apolar bead types from which to select is small (i.e.,
SC1–SC5). The closeness of log Dcg values for these species
reflects a leveraging of these two constraints. However, they are
still distinct in terms of physical construction, which will serve to
mitigate this to an extent. We found more favourable agreement
comparing Nf and Nfex, with a relative increase in computed
log Dcg of 0.45 units which complements an experimental differ-
ence of 0.40 (Table 2). In this case, a three-bead model is used in
which the sidechain linker is a C3 (72 amu) bead, as opposed to a
small bead. While this is a slight over mapping, the effect on
log Dcg makes it a worthwhile compromise.

Halogenation has been utilized in peptoid research to
promote self-assembly as well as in attempts to attenuate
properties of antimicrobial peptoid sequences.83,84 The halo-
genation series benzene (log D = 2.13) 4 1-chlorobenzene
(log D = 2.84) 4 1-bromobenzene (log D = 2.99) as evaluated by
Hansch79 would crudely imply a Dlog D of 0.71 through chlor-
ination and 0.86 through bromination. Experimentally, we
observe a substantial increase in log D7.4 towards lower parti-
tioning in water between Nf and Nfe[4Cl]. For both Nfe[4Cl] and
Nfe[4Br] we use a five-bead model which share the same bead-
typing as Nfe except at the ‘para’ position which represents the
halogen unit. In the chlorinated monomer we use a SC5 bead,
which is consistent with the Martini model for chlorobenzene46

and obtain a relative increase in log Dcg of 0.79 units, which
agrees with the experimental difference of 0.89 units with Nf.
For Nfe[4Br] we use a C5 bead to ensure a reasonable conserva-
tion of mass between the all-atom and CG representations
(Table 3). In this instance, we obtain a Dlog Dcg of 0.93 which
is consistent with the Dlog Dexp from benzene to 1-
bromobenzene, and similarly a 0.13 unit increase in Dlog Dcg

relative to Nfe[4Cl] which also agrees with the difference
between free benzene derivatives (Dlog Dexp = 0.15).

Additional aromatic peptoid analogues of tryptophan like,
e.g., Nw and Nwe, have been parameterised for the Martinoid
model owing to their use in antimicrobial peptoids
development.85 Bead type selection for Nw follows that of the
Martini 2.1 on the principle previously established (calculated

Table 1 Log D7.4 values for phenylalanine and its derivatives as deter-
mined in this work

Species Grand average

H-Phe-OH �1.45 � 0.04
H-Nf-NH2 0.01 � 0.02
H-Phe-NH2 �0.04 � 0.03

Table 2 Experimental and computational log D values for aromatic pep-
toid monomers

Species log D7.4

Relative
log D7.4

Calculated
log Dcg

CG Relative
log Dcg

H-Nf-NH2 0.01 � 0.02 — 4.74 � 0.09 —
H-Nfe-NH2 0.13 � 0.02 0.12 4.93 � 0.20 0.19
H-Nfes-NH2 0.41 � 0.02 0.40 5.19 � 0.10 0.45
H-Nfe[4Cl]-NH2 0.90 � 0.04 0.89 5.53 � 0.10 0.79
H-Nfe[4Br]-NH2 — — 5.67 � 0.04a 0.93a

a This log D value is estimated based on other experimentally obtained
log D values for benzene and bromobenzene.
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log Dcg = 4.17 � 0.07). However, bead type selection for Nwe is
still required. A five-bead model was used, in which an SC5 bead
represents the ethyl linker (log Dcg = 4.68 � 0.24). The Dlog Dcg

between these Trp analogues was 0.51 units. This is larger than
anticipated compared to the increase from Nf to Nfe, though use
of a less hydrophobic linker bead is not possible, and we accept
this as a potential overestimate in log Dcg.

Naphthalene containing sidechains are also relevant to
peptoid secondary structure formation86 and antimicrobial
peptoids.69,87,88 Furthermore, they are likely to be relevant for
self-assembling peptoid design given the proclivity of applica-
tion of N-terminal naphthal in short peptide assembling mate-
rial design.22 The structure of this residue is a five-membered
ring resembling a St Andrew’s cross (Fig. 1). To fit the hydro-
phobicity of this group we compared the log P values for
benzene and naphthalene, noting that the former is 2.13
compared to 3.3 units,89 giving a D log P of 1.17 units. When
a ring of SC4 beads is used to represent the group, a much more
hydrophobic value than Nf is obtained (7.00 � 0.39; D log Dcg =
2.27). However, using a ring of SC5 beads yielded log Dcg values
like Nf which is not chemically accurate and thus the over-
estimation is the better choice.

Lastly, we felt it would be an interesting to include in the
Martinoid model Nfn, the peptoid analouge of phenylglycine,
which has been reported to enforce trans amide conformations
within peptoid backbones90 and for which a peptide analogue
Phg–Phg was shown to form closed-cage nanostructures.91 Nfn
is represented by a triangular structure in which the backbone
bead is connected to two SC4 beads (Fig. 1). Log D7.4 data is not
available for this species, though we find that its log Dcg value
(3.69 � 0.11) is less than that of Nf which we might expect and
on a first approximation we anticipate the selection of bead
types is appropriate.

Aliphatic and polar sidechains

Bead type fitting for the peptoid analogues of lysine, Nk and
Nke, was performed through the log D7.4 comparison for tert-
butyloxycarbonyl (boc) protected monomers of these species.

This was necessary as purified forms of the unprotected mono-
mers could not be obtained. The species were found to decom-
pose during an acidic deprotection step involved in the
synthesis (e.g., using TFA resin cleavage or aqueous HCl:
acetone solvent conditions) via what was suspected to be an
oxopiperazine formation reaction as previously described by
Seo et al.92 In the Martini protein model, lysine is represented
by two sidechain beads C3–Qd (C3–P1, uncharged), with the C3
bead capturing the hydrophobicity of the butyl-CH2-linker. This
structuring is retained Martinoid. We tuned the linker ‘C’ type
bead to balance the hydrophobicity of Nk against the Nke
residue which is a two-bead model (e.g., Nke indicates it is
the ethyl linker only). In this comparison, the backbone was an
Nda bead in both cases and a P1 bead was used as the amine
sidechain was boc-protected and thus uncharged. It was found
that a C5 bead gave the best possible agreement between
experimental relative hydrophobicity of �0.73 units and the
CG difference of �1.08 log Dcg units (Table 4).

For the butyl sidechain containing residue, Nab, monomer
we opted to try a C1 bead, noting that this same bead is used in
the Martini model for aliphatic moieties leucine and isoleucine.
We compare the experimental log D7.4 for this Nk species with
the aliphatic sidechain to Nf, which represents aromatic hydro-
phobicity. Experimentally, D log D7.4 was found to be�1.23, and
we obtain a D log Dcg = �1.29 for the C1 bead, in good agree-
ment. Therefore, we proceed with the use of a C1 bead for Nab,
Nl and Ni within the Martinoid model.

Additional choices

The ether sidechain peptoid, NmO is defined as a N0 bead, as
the methoxyethane building block was also represented with this
bead type in the Martini model.53 Note we make use of small
beads for Ns, Nt and Nv owing to the criticism of Martini 2.1, in
which it is recognised that over-massing beads is problematic for
solvation and entropy within the Martini model.58

Aggregation propensity (AP) score evaluation was then used
to further validate our selection of bead types and demonstrate
consistency with chemical expectations, we performed aggrega-
tion/self-assembly screening for all peptoid monomers we have
now developed in this first report of the Martinoid model. For
each monomer, 600 molecules with charged N-termini (termini
Qd, acidic to neutral conditions) were placed in a water box of
dimensions 12.5� 12.5� 12.5 nm and simulated for 200 ns. AP
scores 41.0 are considered indicative of aggregation.

Table 3 Peptoid monomers and their CG bead representations within
Martinoid

Sidechain Sidechain bead type Sidechain Sidechain bead type

Na Backbone only (Na) Nke Qd/P1 (uncharged)
Nab C1 Nl C1
Nd Qa/P3 (uncharged) Nm C5
Ne Qa/P1 (uncharged) NmO N0
Nfn SC4–SC4 Nn P5
Nf SC4–SC4–SC4 Nq P4
Nfe SC1–SC5–SC5–SC5 Nr N0–Qd/N0–P4

(uncharged)
Nfex C3–SC4–SC4 Ns SP1
Nfe[4Br] SC3–SC4–SC5–SC5–C5 Nse P2
Nfe[4Cl] SC2–SC5–SC5–SC5–SC5 Nt SP1
Nf[naph] SC4–SC4–SC4–SC4–SC4 Nv SC2
Nk C5–Qd/C5–P1

(uncharged)
Nw SP1–SC4–SC4–SC4

Ny SC4–SC4–SP1 Nwe SC5–SP1–SC4–SC4–SC4
Ni C1

Table 4 Experimental and computational log D values for polar and
aliphatic peptoid monomers

Species log D7.4

Relative
log D7.4

Calculated
log Dcg

CG Relative
log Dcg

H-Nkboc-NH2 0.00 � 0.03 — 1.14 � 0.07 —
H-Nkeboc-NH2 �0.73 � 0.01 �0.73a 0.06 � 0.06 �1.08
H-Nab-NH2 �1.23 � 0.03 �1.24b 3.45 � 0.16 �1.29

a Denotes that H-Nkeboc-NH2 is relative to H-Nkboc-NH2. b Indicates
that H-Nab-NH2 is relative to Nf-NH2.
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We found that Nfe[4Br] had the highest AP score of 2.72
(Fig. 4) and formed sheets with a defined hydrophobic core,
which is consistent with the use of this monomer in oligomers
which are very effective in forming well defined nanosheets and
nanotubes.18,44 Nf[naph] with naphthalene sidechains and an
AP score of 2.33 formed a fibrous mesh in which the polar
backbone beads face into the surrounding solvent and ions.
Importantly, it was found that other aromatic derivatives Nf,
Nfe, Nfex and Nfe[4Cl] only clustered but were not observed to
assemble into extended structures. This is consistent with our
observations in the laboratory, where it is found that all these
monomers readily dissolved in D2O and PBS solutions, indicat-
ing a phenylene sidechain on its own is not hydrophobic
enough to cause aggregation when considered together with
the polar termini of the peptoid backbone. The Martinoid bead
choices are therefore reasonable and reproduce the chemical
characteristics of peptoid monomers. The assembly potential of
Nfe[4Br] and Nf[naph] is of interest and will be the focus of
future work.

Application to peptoid assembly systems

To further assess the applicability of the Martinoid model, we
applied it to two systems encompassing well characterized and
distinct assembly behaviour: peptoid trimer assembly and
peptoid nanosheets.

Assembly of tripeptoid Nf–Nke–Nf

The tripeptoid Nf–Nke–Nf forms well defined bundles of nano-
fibrillar assemblies indicated by fine striations of uniform
widths of B6 nm, as observed by Cyro-EM (Fig. 5a). Previously,
using various computational approaches, we attributed this
extended molecular organisation to complementary intra-
molecular edge-to-face and face-to-face organisation of aro-
matic groups which flank the central charged Nke unit.51

However a conceptual barrier to further exploration of this
system at atomistic resolution was the ambiguity of relative
populations of amide sequence states, alongside the inherent
computational limitations on system size and simulation dura-
tion implicit with this level of theory.

We hypothesized that the observed individual fibre widths
represent some equilibrium local limitation balancing inter-
molecular interactions and sequence arrangement. Although

cryo-EM was not able to resolve the cross-sectional shape of the
nanofibrils, we posit that at small length scales around this size
any distinction between tapes and fibrils would be relatively
small. To probe whether the width of the individual fibrils may
indeed represent an equilibrium structure, we therefore used
our Martinoid model to build nano-tapes of a range of starting
molecular widths to investigate whether the Nf–Nke–Nf assem-
bly would approach an apparent limit in width analogous to the
observed equilibrium fibre dimension.

Tapes of ‘infinite’ length, continuous in the z-dimension,
composed of 9, 12, 16 and 18 molecular layers stacked along
the short axis were made (Fig. 5b and c) and these were
simulated for 150 ns. The tapes initially disassembled in a
process driven by electrostatic repulsion of charged termini/
sidechains. Overtime, however, the tapes reformed with rela-
tively homogenous widths (Fig. 5e) and the peptoids were
found to organise with charged residues presented towards
the surrounding water (Fig. 5f). Notably, we observed ‘freezing’
of the Martini water which is indicative of the emergence of
repeating ordered structures within the system,53 and so it was
necessary to include 10% antifreeze water beads.

Visually, the aromatic groups also appear to be optimally
orientated (Fig. 5f), which agrees with the benzyl fluorescence
shift consistent with sidechain p–p stacking found experimen-
tally for this sequence.31 Furthermore, the present Martinoid
CG-MD can reproduce a tape thickness of B6 nm starting with
assemblies composed of 9 and 12 molecules. The Nf–Nke–Nf
peptoid is an amphiphilic sequence and the experimentally
observed width of the self-assembly is expected to have
emerged from a balance of electrostatic repulsion versus favour-
able hydrophobic residue burial, constrained by solvation of
polar residues and conformational energetics. To assess
whether this width is indeed an emergent property of the
system, we measured the AP score reached at the end of the
simulations. It was revealed that there was a significant
increase in the AP score between an initial width of 9 molecules
in the cross-section to 12 molecules, and then the AP score
plateaued for larger widths (Fig. 5d). The initial gain in the AP
score moving from a small (9) to intermediate number of
molecules (12) in the cross section could be indicative of an
increased ability of the system to bury the hydrophobic side-
chains. The limit in the AP score at increasing molecular width
could then indicate a different thermodynamic control.
Furthermore, free assembly simulations of Nf–Nke–Nf also
yielded flat and tapelike extended structures with similar
dimensions to those obtained for the periodically fixed assem-
blies (Fig. S94, ESI†).

Peptoid monolayer structuring

We also validated the Martinoid model by studying the self-
organisation of long 28-mer (Nke–Nfe)7–(Ne–Nfe)7 amphiphilic
sequences at an oil–water interface, which has been shown to
be a critical first step in the assembly of a class of bilayered
peptoid nanosheets.93 This nanostructure is considered a
major development because it demonstrated the ability of
achiral peptoid chains to access a novel ‘‘S-strand’’ secondary

Fig. 4 Peptoid monomer species versus resultant AP score for assembly
simulation of 600 molecules in Martini water with ions. (yellow and blue
indicate duplicate experiments). Nfe[4Br], Nf[naph] and Nwe exhibit the
highest AP scope, indicating the most propensity to assemble. Most other
monomers do not show any assembly propensity, i.e., AP B 1.0, indicated
by the dotted horizontal line.
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structure not available to natural peptides.61 While the initial
experimental report of nanosheet assembly was performed at
an air–water interface, simulation of interactions at such an
interface is inherently challenging in molecular dynamics and
in the peptoid domain this required bespoke simulation system
design.41 Later work by Robertson et al. showed with an oil–
water interface that the selection of the non-aqueous, oleophilic
phase is critical to the formation of nanosheets.93 Therefore, we
simulated peptoid monolayers at the oil–water interface using
two organic solvents, chloroform and hexadecane, that have
been shown to accommodate suitable interactions for nano-
sheet assembly. According to experimental observations, the
peptoid chains were arranged with antiparallel packing, aro-
matic sidechains from Nfe residues facing the oil-phase, and
oppositely charged residues from adjacent chains paired with
one another (Fig. S95, ESI†). The assemblies consisted of 14
extended oligomers and were simulated to 250 ns, with a 10 fs
timestep.

Over the simulation, we observe that a well-defined sheet
structure was retained, and 20% anti-freeze water was required
due to prevent the emergence of crystallinity between Martini
water molecules, which is expected from seeding by the well-
packed sequences and the relatively small system size. Analysis
of our peptoid monolayer returned an end-to-end length of
B76–77 Å for individual sequences (Fig. S95, ESI†). Elsewhere
Hudson et al. estimated the width of the peptoid 28mer in a cis
S-strand configuration as being 79.8 Å by all atom MD simula-
tions of peptoid nanosheets.61 Thus, although the parameter-
isation of Martinoid is focused on short sequences, it can
reproduce behaviour of polymer like chains with reasonable
accuracy.

Experimental
Materials and methods

Monomer synthesis. Peptoids were prepared by either
Zuckermann’s solid phase submonomer protocol3 or by liquid
phase synthesis based on a one step SN2 reaction initially
described by Salaun et al.94 All solvents and reagents received
from the manufacturers specified below were used without
further purification.

Solid phase synthesis (SPS). 0.74 g of rink amide polystyrene
resin (scale 0.66 mM, Merck-Novabiochem, MBHA Rink Amide
0.89 mM g�1 loading) was swollen by successive washes with
1 � DCM (Fischer Scientific, HPLC Gradient Grade) and 2 �
DMF (Honeywell, peptide synthesis grade). The resin was then
deprotected with two washes of 5 mL 20% piperidine (Fisher
Scientific, Reagent Grade) in NMP (Honeywell, peptide synth-
esis grade) each with a duration of 20 minutes. After washing
the resin with DMF six times, the resin was treated with
bromoacetic acid (8.8 mL, 1.5 M, Merck-Sigma Aldrich) and
DIC in DMF (4.13 mL, 50 : 50/v, Fluorochem, Glossop, UK) for
40 minutes with shaking. The resin was subsequently filtered
and washed four times with DMF and two times with NMP. The
resin was then treated with the amine required for each type of
sidechain (Table S1, ESI†) dissolved in NMP (8.8 mL, 1.5 M)
with shaking for 40 minutes. The resin was then alternately
washed with methanol and DCM three times and dried. The
resin was twice treated with cleavage solution (95% TFA: 2.5%
H2O: 2.5% TIPS) with shaking for 20 minutes each time. The
two batches of TFA with the cleaved peptoid was separately
collected, and the TFA was removed by rotary evaporation
leaving a yellow oil, this was solubilised in a mixture of H2O

Fig. 5 (a) Cryo-TEM images of tripeptoid Nf–Nke–Nf assembled into nanofibrous bundles reproduced with permission from ref. 31. Copyright RSC
2020, (b) CG structure of Nf–Nke–Nf tripeptoid, (c) screenshots of resultant tape after 150 ns, showing highly organised aromatic region which agrees
with a benzyl fluorescence shift observed experimentally for this sequence, (d) AP score verses average fibre length for various starting widths of Nf–
Nke–Nf showing that growth occurs between 6–8 nm after which further AP increases are less substantial indicating that growth dimensions are
emergent, (e) average tape width verses time for different numbers of starting molecules, (f) a close up image of tape cross section showing a well-
defined hydrophobic domain defined by benzene side chains.
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and acetonitrile, transferred to a pre-weighed vial and
freeze-dried.

Preparative reverse phase HPLC (RP-HPLC) was used to
purify the peptoids. Stock solutions of the crude material were
prepared in mixtures of H2O (Fischer Scientific, HPLC Gradient
Grade) and acetonitrile (Fischer Scientific, HPLC Gradient
Grade) which were filtered through 0.2-micron syringe filters
to remove any solids. Preparative RP-HPLC was performed on a
Jupiter C18 column (Phenomenex, 90 Å, 250 � 10.0 mm) to
purify the material using an isocratic eluent mixture of 2%
acetonitrile: 98% H2O with 0.1% TFA. Higher acetonitrile
percentages were found to preclude material partitioning onto
the solid phase, with the material eluting as the injection peak.
1 mL of crude stock at concentrations from 2–25 mg mL�1 were
injected across different preparative runs and fractions were
collected every 30 or 60 seconds. The HPLC fractions with
matching UV absorbance peak features (data at 220 nm and
254 nm) were combined, and solvent was removed successively
by a centrifugal evaporation (heating at 30 1C; to reduce volume
to a few millilitres) and by freeze-drying. A fluffy white crystal-
line solid was obtained for Nfe and Nfes, while for the product
for Nfe was more granular in nature. The identity and final
purity of the product was characterized by NMR (see ESI,†
Section 2).

Liquid phase synthesis (LPS). 2-Bromoacetamide (Merck-
Sigma Aldrich) was dissolved in acetonitrile (HPLC Gradient
Grade, Fisher Scientific) at a concentration of 0.25 M with
stirring (typically 1–2 mmol scale). 1 amine equivalent was then
added, leading to an intensification in the yellow solution
colour. All reagents, suppliers and final yields are shown in
Table S2 (ESI†).

Acetonitrile was selected as the preferred polar aprotic
solvent as several of the monomer products precipitated in
this solvent which was convenient for work-up. In initial
synthesis batches, 1 equivalent of diisopropylethylamine
(DIPEA, Alfa Aesar) was used as a complementary base to
neutralise the equivalent of hydrogen bromide formed by the
reaction. Through X-ray crystallography characterization, it was
confirmed that the final product was a bromide salt (results not
shown). It was found in subsequent batches that similar yields
could be obtained with the omission of DIPEA, as well as
resulting in faster precipitate formation and reduced adhesion
to glassware. For all batches, after 12–24 h the precipitate was
recrystallised in hot acetonitrile: methanol (approximately 2 : 1/
v). For Nke it was necessary to use acetone as the recrystallisa-
tion solvent. Although this monomer is unstable in acetone
over extended periods (suspected imine formation), it is found
to be sufficiently stable for our protocol with a short recrystal-
lisation step (e.g., rapid transfer of hot liquor into ice-bath). All
solids were filtered and washed with the relevant recrystalliza-
tion solution. The identity and final purity of the product was
characterized by NMR (see ESI,† Section 2).

Log D measurement method. The method described by
Cobb et al.76 was broadly followed in this work: 500 mL of
octanol (Sigma Aldrich) measured by weight was placed in an
HPLC vial and 500 mL of PBS solution was added (Gibco 10�

diluted as required), into which peptoid material was diluted to
the concentration range 0.3–5 mg mL�1 as required for a given
species. More material was required for aliphatic monomers
(e.g., Nle, Nab or boc-Nk) as opposed to their aromatic counter-
parts (e.g., Nf, Nfe, Nfes or Nfe[4Cl]). This vial was then sealed
and agitated at 150 rpm for B24 h in an incubator to maintain
a constant temperature of 25 1C. Then a portion of both phases
(B100 mL) was analysed using reversed-phase high perfor-
mance liquid chromatography (HPLC) using a Luna 5 mm C18
column (Phenomenex, 100 Å, 100 � 4.6 mm) with a gradient of
2 to 45% acetonitrile water over either 15 or 30 minutes with
0.1% trifluoroacetic acid as an additive. The resultant peak
areas were integrated (peak area per minute) and compared
between the two phases.

Atomistic MD. All visualization of MD trajectories was done
using VMD95 and the python modules MDAnalysis96 and
MDTraj97 were used for trajectory analysis.

Starting structures for atomistic mapping simulations were
obtained using the Conformer/Rotameter Ensemble Sampling
Tool (CREST).60 These were solvated in 3.8 � 3.8 � 3.8 nm
boxes with TIP3P water using either Gromacs ver. 2020.3 or
2020.7, which were also used for subsequent simulations.98 The
TopoTools99 plugin in VMD95 plugin was used to convert these
to Gromacs compatible parameters.

Treatment of non-bonded parameters within the atomistic
simulations was as follows: a Verlet cutoff scheme was used, LJ
interactions were calculated below a cutoff of 1.2 nm, with a
force-switch modifier being used after 1.0 nm. Local electro-
static interactions were calculated below the 1.2 nm cutoff,
beyond which particle–mesh Ewald (PME) summation was used
to calculate long-range interactions, with a grid spacing of
0.12 nm.

Starting velocities were generated to a Maxwell distribution
at 298.15 K, both the velocity rescaling and Nosé–Hoover
thermostats were used within the equilibration and production
procedure. The Parrinello–Rahman barostat was used to main-
tain a pressure of 1.0325 bar with a compressibility of 4.5 �
10�5 bar�1. Throughout these simulations hydrogen bonds
were constrained using the LINCS algorithm.100 Specific details
of simulations can be found in ESI,† Section 5.

Coarse-grained MD. The general run parameters are as
follows. Non-bonded interactions were handled using the Mar-
tini straight scheme,57 specifically, a Verlet cut-off scheme was
used with a reaction-field potential modifier for electrostatic
interactions and potential-shift-verlet modifier for LJ interac-
tions. Both non-bonded energy contributions were shifted to a
cut-off at 1.1 nm. Constraints were made using the LINCS
algorithm.100 A dielectric constant of 15 was used in all simula-
tions. The non-bonded parameters for the Martini 2.1 forcefield
were used throughout.

The general simulation procedure was that of a minimisa-
tion, followed by a short equilibration using the Berendsen
barostat, followed by a production simulation using the Parri-
nello–Rahman barostat to maintain either isotropic or semi-
isotropic pressure control, with a reference pressure of 1.01325
bar and compressibility of 3 � 10�4 bar�1 being used
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throughout. The velocity rescaling algorithm was used to
maintain a temperature of 298.15 K and starting velocities were
generated to a Maxwell distribution. For specific simulation
details see ESI,† Section 5.

Computational log D estimation. Umbrella sampling was
used to evaluate the partition free energies of the peptoid
monomers, we used an umbrella sampling method in which
we sampled positions from 0.0–4.0 nm across a water–octanol
interface using a spacing of 0.1 nm. To retain the monomer at
the position of interest a harmonic potential, of force constant
1100 kJ mol�1 nm�2 was used and each window was simulated
for 5 ns. The weighted analysis histogram method (WHAM)
implemented using Gromacs (gmx wham) was then used to
extract an unbiased PMF.101 The highest energies obtained
within pure water (0–0.5 nm) and in octanol (3.5–4.0 nm) were
compared to obtain DG and hence compute the log Dcg (per-
formed in triplicate for each monomer of interest, Tables S48–
S57, ESI†). Additionally, we validated this method against known
amino acid log P values (ESI,† Section 7, Tables S27–S47). More
information on this method can be found at ref. 102.

Conclusions

We present Martinoid, a Martini-compatible peptoid forcefield
built for the simulation of a wide range of peptoid chemistries
and applications. In this work we have performed parameter-
isation in a dual bottom-up and top-down approach targeting
atomistic molecular dynamics simulations and the reproduc-
tion of trends in experimentally obtained log D measurements,
respectively. It has been shown to be applicable to several
peptoid assembly systems of various sizes, including mono-
mers, trimers, and 28-mer sequences.

Simplicity and transferability of parameters has been a
central concern of our development approach. This follows
the spirit of the Martini forcefield. We hope that the commu-
nity may find the model widely applicable and provide an edge
to peptoid materials development through computational
sequence discovery, which we feel has been lacking to date.
All parameters reported in this work and the Martinoid script
for structure generation can be obtained at our GitHub reposi-
tory. (https://github.com/Tuttlelab/MartinoidPeptoidCG).
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